
The new ‘education studies’

FIRST ENCOUNTERS

Many students, like yourself, are surprised by their early encounters with education studies.
You have all experienced several years within formal systems of education either recently or in
the more distant past. It is likely that you have gone through formal education without really
questioning what was happening and it is unlikely that you were encouraged to probe the
nature of the process as opposed to the content of study. In schools pupils study history,
maths, science and other subjects but not usually the education process itself. You may there-
fore be unsure of what to expect when beginning your study of education as a subject in its
own right. Some of you will assume education studies is an uncomplicated study of a clearly
defined process. Perhaps it will involve accounts of how to teach, how schools or colleges
should be organised, how to revise and get good results. Many students express surprise that
education is so ‘political’ with so much argument and no absolute answers. They may not
previously have looked at education in a critical manner nor realised that research into educa-
tion takes place across such diverse fields of study. There is much more, then, to the study of
education than the schooling of 5–18 year olds.

In your other subject degree studies you are likely to have experience of the subjects’ con-
tent and methodologies, having studied them at school. This is not the case with education
studies. Whilst the education process is something that we all have experience of it has not
actually been a focus of study for us unless we have taken sociology and psychology at school
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The first chapter will introduce you to the study of education. We examine
the appeal of the subject for students and explain its rapid recent growth.
Whilst the significant contributions of the related disciplines of sociology,
psychology, history and philosophy are discussed, we argue that it is the
positioning of education as the central focus that provides Education
Studies with its own identity. The chapter also introduces comparative
education as an area of study, pointing to some of the advantages and
problems of comparing education systems and processes.

What is education studies?
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or college and studied aspects of education within these. For many students with no previous
experience of the subject embarking on an education studies course can be an unsettling time
and they may feel insecure. This is perhaps because they are questioning something which
they had previously regarded as one of the fixed entities in their lives. For others, of course, it
may be a relief to find alternative accounts and analyses of education which align with their
own feelings about the difficult times they spent in educational institutions.

You will be directed to many interesting journals and books from the beginning of your
course but generally these assume a level of understanding and knowledge which you are
unlikely to have at this stage. Thus, whilst there are many texts suitable for the knowledgeable
student, there are very few which may be used by the novice as an introduction to the field.
This present book aims to introduce the study of education and to provide a starting point
from which to progress. It outlines several major areas of education studies and the key issues
therein. In the text we refer, wherever possible, to current literature which you should be able
to access. We are also aware that to deal with the overarching questions and issues in such a
short space can actually do them a disservice and cause distortion by oversimplification. We
want therefore to emphasise that the purpose is to introduce the study of education, outline
the theoretical arguments and encourage deeper exploration.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE ‘NEW EDUCATION STUDIES’

In the past education(al) studies has been seen as very much part of the education/training of
teachers (Burton and Bartlett, 2007). The study was effectively invented during the period of
expansion in education post-Second World War, which created a demand for more high qual-
ity teachers. To meet this demand the teacher training courses at the colleges of education were
lengthened and the Robbins Report (1963) declared an intent to develop teaching into an all-
graduate profession. This heralded the creation of the new B.Ed. degree, which comprised both
theoretical and practical study of education. As McCulloch (2002) pointed out, the content of
these new B.Ed. courses was largely created from a range of subjects already in existence at the
validating universities. Thus the academic study of education came to be made up primarily of
the sociology, psychology, philosophy and history of education.

Rather than becoming a unified subject these disciplines generally remained as discrete
units and were taught separately. For many students they were presented in isolation and did
not sufficiently link with the other parts of their professional training courses to make them
appear worthwhile. For such students their prime focus was on the subjects they were going
to teach, the teaching practice itself and, particularly, aspects of classroom management and
control. In an effort to make the theoretical and academic study of education more relevant
to the needs of the student teachers, many B.Ed. programmes began to create a more inte-
grated approach. This involved the development of what became known as curriculum,
professional or even educational studies. In hindsight this can be seen as a significant point in
the development of a specialist study of education.

As a result of political and economic pressures in the 1970s and 1980s the theoretical study
of education as part of teacher training courses fell into disrepute. Teacher education was
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criticised as being too removed from the classroom. It was perceived as largely ignoring the
practical nature of teaching whilst also promoting progressive ideologies of education. It was
from the 1980s onwards that the nature of teacher education changed drastically. With the
emphasis becoming firmly placed on training, any traces of academic education(al) studies
were removed from Initial Teacher Training (ITT) programmes. However, shortly after the
critical study of education disappeared from teacher training courses, new programmes,
called education studies, began to develop in the rapidly expanding funded by the sector
Higher Education Funding Council for England (HEFCE). We suggest a number of reasons
for the rapid growth of this subject and its popularity amongst the student population
(Bartlett and Burton, 2006a).

The increase in student numbers entering higher education (HE) and the concomitant devel-
opment of modular degree programmes, allowing more flexibility in the choice of subjects
studied, meant that education studies came to be seen as an important partner for a number of
combinations. Thus students combine education studies with sports science, English, drama,
religious studies, geography and the like. It took on a special significance for students planning
careers that involved working with people in a variety of contexts. Teaching is often the first that
springs to mind but there are also personnel management, welfare and health services, retail,
publishing and a range of others.

The recent trend for many students who intend to become teachers to take a first degree
and then a PGCE rather than the traditional B.Ed. has made education studies a more attractive
part of that first degree. This changing landscape of teacher training has led to many schools
of education seeking actively to diversify their portfolios making education studies an
obvious addition from an institutional point of view.

THE NATURE OF EDUCATION STUDIES 

Whatever your eventual career decisions as an education studies student, you have chosen
education as an academic area of study and will need to approach it in a critical fashion. You
will be seeking answers to key questions such as: What is education and what are its purposes?
How does learning take place and how far is achievement dependent upon natural ability or
social factors such as income, life chances, gender and ethnicity? Your attention will also be
drawn to educational policy and political issues surrounding education and to ways of
researching these phenomena.

With the resurgence of the academic study of education, and an increasing number of stu-
dents with education studies in their degree title, the significance of the traditional disciplines
from which it draws once again becomes apparent. Aspects of education are studied within
various disciplines, specifically philosophy, psychology, sociology and history, as part of their
particular interest in the human condition. However, education is also seen as a legitimate
area of study in its own right by the Quality Assurance Agency (QAA) which considers that:

Education studies is concerned with understanding how people develop and learn
throughout their lives. It facilitates the study of the nature of knowledge, and a critical
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engagement with a variety of perspectives, and ways of knowing and understanding,
drawn from a range of appropriate disciplines. Education studies courses … all involve the
intellectually rigorous study of educational processes, systems and approaches, and the cul-
tural, societal, political and historical contexts within which they are embedded. (QAA,
2000: 4).

This means that education is at the centre of the study and therefore draws on the other
disciplines as appropriate in an eclectic manner. Thus, while psychology students will study
aspects of education as appropriate, for instance, in relation to cognitive development, education
studies students will study some aspects of psychological theory when looking at the process
of learning within schools or colleges. It is interesting to consider the status relations between
these older and newer subjects, the longer standing disciplines having a better developed
theoretical base to consider as their own.

A recent study by Davies and Hogarth (2004) was unable to identify a clear consensus
about the nature of education studies, suggesting that there would be some value in exploring

what might constitute its broad parameters.
Thus, the way in which education studies facilitates a critical engagement with educational
phenomena contrasts sharply with the ‘technical–rational’ approach to teacher training
described earlier. Even within non-teacher training programmes education studies is circum-
scribed to some extent by this pervasive culture since it must examine and describe extant
education processes and systems in order to analyse them. However, the power to critique and
rethink educational policies and processes is available to students of education studies in a
way that is denied to ITT students. Education studies provides a set of analytical discourses
that generate insights into educational phenomena as bodies of knowledge and societal
conditions shift, develop and wane.

Whilst the Education Studies benchmarks (2000) provide a guide to those designing new
courses, the structure and content of education studies programmes varies enormously. At
the heart of all of these courses lies a critical analysis of key issues such as the nature of educa-
tion, the content and development of curricula, teaching and learning, the relationship
between ability, opportunity and success, and the policy issues impacting on all of these.
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Some features we would argue characterise the subject are that:

l it is ‘young’ and developing
l it takes a critical, analytical and ‘resistant’ approach to the study of 

education
l it grapples with fundamental, contested concepts
l it explores a range of perspectives, not just those of teachers and schools
l it deals with multiple rather than singular explanations of phenomena.
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Some people make the mistake, perhaps due to its historical connection to teacher training, of
seeing education studies as essentially school focused. This is certainly not the case as all areas
and aspects of education can be included. The subject has enormous scope from the develop-
ment of young children, through learning in HE, to the workplace and the third age – a true
study of lifelong learning.

We now turn to the interest education holds for a number of significant disciplines con-
cerned with the study of people and society. The discussion will illustrate how the approaches
and theories developed within these disciplines may be used by those students whose main
concern is the study of education itself.

The traditional disciplines and education studies

Fundamental to any society, education and the processes it involves are of great interest to
fields of study concerned with the human condition. In particular we refer in this book to
philosophy, sociology, psychology and history.

PHILOSOPHY

The philosophy of education illuminates the ideas which underpin action and thought in
education. The questions philosophers ask concern the nature and purposes of education,
such as what makes an educated person, how knowledge is organised and what should be
learned. They are primarily interested in the beliefs, morals and values which permeate edu-
cation. These are very important questions which are at the heart of the whole process and
therefore appear in every aspect of the study of education. They are key to discussions of the
nature of curriculum which derives from different ideological positions on education and the
structure of knowledge. Such questions are also apparent when analysing how beliefs are
translated into policy or when looking at issues of individual development and progression.

SOCIOLOGY

The sociology of education examines the wider social influences upon the individual in educa-
tion and analyses the processes of socialization. Sociologists ask questions about the influences
of social class, ethnicity and gender upon achievement and these are seen in relation to various
ideologies which shape education. Sociological analysis is concerned with power operating at
different levels in society and how this influences outcomes. This explains the sociologist’s interest
in the creation of education policy and its implementation. To understand modern education
systems it is vital to study the relationship between prevailing ideologies and the societal struc-
tures and values they shape through the process of education.
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PSYCHOLOGY

The psychology of education is mainly concerned with how people learn and develop. As
such it asks questions about our maturation, intelligence, personality and motivation, as well
as about the learning process itself. It is interested in the relationship between nature and nur-
ture and the way they interact to influence individual development and achievement. A
psychological analysis also involves philosophical issues of the nature of knowledge and
understanding and shares an interest in sociological issues since the individual is seen to be
part of wider social groups. An examination of pedagogy from a psychological perspective
further reveals the link between psychological and sociological theory as well as the ideological
perspectives which have influenced it.

HISTORY

The history of education may suggest causal explanations for changes which punctuate the
political and social timelines of educational development. It helps us to understand the evolu-
tion of the educational system and structures to date. There are key dates and events within
the development of the English education system that reflect the significant political and
social issues of the time. While the scope of education has changed radically since the late
nineteenth century, the pastoral, disciplinary and knowledge distribution functions of schools
and other education establishments remain significant in modern Western societies.

RELATING THE FOUR DISCIPLINES TO EDUCATION STUDIES

Each of these four disciplines brings its own specific perspective to the study of education and
each is interested in particular aspects as they relate to their own concerns. It is also clear that
their areas of interest overlap. It is interesting that these four disciplines were the ones
included in the initial B.Ed teacher training degrees (McCulloch, 2002). Others may have
been incorporated. The economics of education, for instance, would look at the importance
of education and training in the creation of a valuable, high skills labour force, or at the bene-
fits of state education systems compared to competitive provision of schooling in the light of
economic theories of monopoly and market forces.

When education itself is the focus for the student, as in education studies, it is important
to draw from these disciplines as appropriate. This eclectic view can provide a richer picture
of the whole process and may produce new forms of knowledge and new ways of understand-
ing. Take, for example, comparative education which has been an area of study for many years
and which, in recent years, has grown in importance as an aspect of education studies.

Comparative education

WHY COMPARE EDUCATION?
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Comparative education means comparing aspects of education looking for reasons that may
account for any similarities and differences. It is usually applied to the broader comparisons
of one nation’s education (or aspects of this) to those of another.
Arnove (2003) sees three dimensions to comparative education.

1 The scientific dimension (called by some the academic approach)
This is about theory building and understanding about the working of education systems
and how they interact within different societies.

2 The pragmatic dimension
This is about studying other systems in order to discover what can be used to contribute to
improved policy and practice at ‘home’. The pragmatic dimension has been referred to as
education ‘lending’ or ‘borrowing’ (Altbach, 1998). The pragmatic dimension can lead to
adapting what others do or even straight copying.

3 International education: the global dimension
Arnove sees this dimension as contributing to international understanding and peace.
Comparative education will become more important ‘as processes of globalisation increasingly
require people to recognise how forces from areas of the world previously considered
distant and remote impinge upon their daily lives’ (2003: 8).

These three dimensions can be seen as separate but overlapping reasons for the study of
comparative education.

PROBLEMATIZING COMPARATIVE EDUCATION

Whilst clear advantages exist for studying comparative education there are also significant
pitfalls of which students need to be aware. For instance, McLean (1992) outlines certain
inherent perils involved in comparisons made in too simplistic a manner.
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Reader reflection

The academic study of comparative education has grown enormously since
the middle of the nineteenth century showing the increasing interest in
many parts of the world in education. Think about what the reason for this
might be.

Reasons for this growth of interest include, for example:

l post-industrial nations wanting to improve their existing systems in order
to remain competitive

l impetus for newly emerging European Union states to modernise quickly
l developing countries wishing to overcome disease and poverty.

Education is of central concern in all of these examples so comparing and
learning from others facilitates better understanding and further improvement. 
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He warns of cultural superiority, the assumption that education in developed (our) coun-
tries is superior to foreign practices which may be seen as backward. This may lead to
problems of cultural imperialism when wealthy, colonial powers are involved in ‘developing’
other countries. When developed countries become involved in the economy and education
systems of the ‘underdeveloped’ they are thus open to accusations of cultural imperialism.
The European Union and British Council have long had schemes for supporting transference
of pedagogical developments from ‘Westernised’ states. Burton and Robinson (1999) found
that cultural and educational imperialism was writ large in a European project designed to
update the pedagogy within a Belarussian psychology curriculum and that this was exacer-
bated by the severe economic differentials between the participants.

Nguyen (2006) refer to the need for culturally appropriate pedagogy, a pedagogy that
focuses on educational competence in a global context, and which addresses the cultural con-
text of learners and teachers. Their study in Confucian Heritage Culture (CHC) countries
such as China, Vietnam, Japan, Korea, Singapore, Taiwan, Hong Kong and Malaysia found
that Western-style group learning is not always as appropriate as earlier research studies had
suggested since traditional CHC lecture-based education often generates higher achievement.
Thus, Phuong-Mai et al counsel that it is critical to conduct research on how culturally
appropriate methodologies can be implemented instead of relying on imports that ignore the
complexities of cultural learning environments.

McLean (1992) also notes the way in which politicians may use comparisons as a means of
justifying ideologically based policy and education reform. Often these comparisons are only
partial are quickly conducted and their validity is highly suspect. There is a rather dangerous
assumption that education directly influences economic performance and so improving edu-
cation is likely to increase efficiency and hence lead to greater competitiveness. When an
economy begins to have problems it is easy to blame the education system.

This same assumption suggests that if you wish to improve economic production you
should look at other countries and find out why their education systems are producing more
effective employees. This approach is facilitated by the availability of comparative assessment
data such as that provided by the Trends in International Mathematics and Science Study
(TIMSS) which compares data on the mathematics and science achievement of US students
with that of students in other countries (www.nces.ed.gov/timss). TIMSS data has been col-
lected in 1995, 1999, 2003 and 2007. The Progress in International Reading Literacy Study
(PIRLS) is a large international comparative study of the reading literacy of young students.
PIRLS 2001 was the first in a planned five-year cycle of international trend studies in reading lit-
eracy and is coordinated by the International Association for the Evaluation of Educational
Achievement (IEA). The PIRLS study focuses on the achievement and reading experiences of
children in 35 countries in grades equivalent to fourth grade in the USA. The study includes a
written test of reading comprehension and a series of questionnaires focusing on the factors
associated with the development of reading literacy (http://nces.ed.gov/search).

A comparative study might look at pupil performance, teaching methods and assessment
in, for example, maths and language. Once the successful formula has been identified, it can
be copied or at least adapted for use in other countries. This approach led in the 1990s to
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overseas visits and surveys being conducted by British politicians and school inspectors (HMI
and Ofsted). Many changes in pedagogy and curriculum have been justified by such interna-
tional comparisons. Evidence to support politicians’ opinions is often cited whereas alternative
examples can be ignored or explained away. Britain, for example, has increasingly developed
structured pre-school education and assessment but this would not appear to be based on com-
parisons with other countries since it is not the practice in many economically and educationally
successful countries. Conversely, a concern for the reading development of primary age children
led the government to import the Reading Recovery scheme from New Zealand. Reading
Recovery provides daily one to one teaching with a specially trained teacher for children making
the slowest progress in literacy learning after a year at school. It is supplementary to classroom
instruction and is designed to significantly reduce the number of children with literacy difficulties
in schools. Developed in New Zealand, Reading Recovery is now widely implemented in English
speaking countries throughout the world (www.readingrecovery.ac.nz/).

There are, of course, flaws in adopting an overly simplistic comparative approach. Only
parts of the systems are examined rather than the whole picture and these are usually seen in
isolation. Wider social and cultural influences are not taken into account. We will see as we
progress through this text just how important such contextual parameters are in explaining
how each education system develops. Ignoring these renders it difficult to claim clear cause
and effect relationships for educational initiatives.

Comparisons of educational systems and practices, then, can be useful but only if they are
made within the broad context of understanding whole cultures. Attempts to find ‘quick fixes’
become even more attractive in our current context of technology-enabled instantaneous
communication but developing an awareness of how systems work and interact with society
is essential.

Conclusion

In this chapter we have outlined how students first encounter education studies as a subject
and the way in which initial engagement with the subject brings new understandings. We
have seen how the study of education has developed, we have outlined its key features as a
subject and how its constituent elements might be described. Finally, we have introduced the
idea of comparative education and how this, in keeping with all aspects of education that we
will explore, is inextricably linked to its socio-economic and political context. This, you will
find, is a feature throughout the book.
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Recommended reading

Alexander, R. (2002) Culture and Pedagogy. Oxford: Blackwell. This volume gives a detailed
outline of a number of education systems from around the world including the English. It
is a very good text for students of comparative education.

Kubow, P. and Fossum, P. (2003) Comparative Education: Exploring issues in International
Context. Columbus, Ohio: Merrill Prentice Hall. This text introduces the student to com-
parative education outlining various theoretical approaches and frameworks that can be
used. It applies a comparative approach to four areas; the purposes of schooling, educa-
tional access and opportunity, education accountability, and authority and teacher
professionalism. This is helpful in illustrating the construction of comparative accounts.
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Student activities

1 Find the education studies benchmarks on the QAA website (www.qaa.ac.uk) and read
through the statements. How useful do you find these in outlining the subject of edu-
cation studies? How do your experiences of education studies relate to them?

2 Visit the TIMSS website (www.nces.ed.gov/timss) or the PIRLS website (www.nces.ed.gov/
surveys/pirls). Describe what the charts on international comparisons of achievement
show. What different explanations can be given for these results? Search through past
editions of the education and popular press from the time of the first publication of
these statistics. In what different ways have they been presented and interpreted?

3 Visit the Eurydice website (www.eurydice.org). This site is run by the European
Commission and provides information on the organization of the education systems
and current policy developments of member states. Compare the structure of the edu-
cation systems of several different countries in Europe. Note the similarities and
variations in how these countries choose to educate their citizens. Note, particularly,
differences in when children start their formal education, how young children are edu-
cated, the structure of compulsory education, the provision for vocational education.
This is also a useful task for Chapters 5 and 10.
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